Dr. M.K.K Arya Model School, Panipat
Session-2017-18
Revision Assignment

Class-VIII

Do as directed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which fruit is available in the market? ( identify the adjective and state its kind)
I saw a beautiful dress in the market and loved _________ (fill in the blank with appropriate pronoun)
Who are you talking to? (underline the interrogative pronoun)
She visited _______ wonderful garden in Agra.(fill in the blank with appropriate determiner)
Form verbs by using the words given below:
a) Large
b)fresh
c)thick
d)beauty
6. Smoking is injurious to health.(find whether there is finite/non-finite verb in the given sentences)
7. Sheena is an intelligent girl who has the efficiency to overcome negative situations.(identify whether the sentence
is simple/compound/complex)
8. It __________ be a hot day tomorrow.(complete the sentence using weak possibility modal)
9. We ____ talk on phone while driving.(fill in the blank using appropriate modal)
10. How ____ you touch my bag without my permission.(fill in the blank with appropriate modal)
11. She _________ working on this project for last ten years. (Complete the sentence using present form of the tense)
12. She _______ the exam with flying colours.(fill in the blank with past perfect form of the verb ‘pass’)
13. Neha ______ to our place very soon.(fill in the blank with future continuous form of the verb ‘come’)
14. My mother was sitting _________ me.(complete the sentence using suitable ‘preposition’)
15. She helps her mother with the domestic chores.(convert the sentence from active into passive)
16. She prepared _______ for her exams but couldn’t perform well.(complete the sentence using adverb of manner)
17. Her books are kept lying ________ the cupboard. (complete the sentence using correct preposition)
18. _________ the A.S.I _______ the constable could catch the robber.(complete the sentence using suitable
conjunctions)
19. Neeta has helped me in completing my work.(convert the sentence from active into passive)
20. Use the following idioms into sentences
a) A red-letter day
b) At the eleventh hour
21. Make antonyms for the following:
a)Cheerful
b). All
c).Gloom
d) Expand
22. Read the following passage and punctuate the same:
many may find it a bit weird but a new study says that left handed people are affected by a fear slightly more than
those who are right handed
23. Add words and complete the following proverbs:
a) A rolling stone______________
b) Necessity is ________________
c) Haste _____________________
24. Rewrite the following sentences into indirect speech:
a) The students said to the teacher, “ Please allow us to play for one more period.”
b) The lady said, “ May all your wishes be granted!”
c) The lifeguard said to the swimmer,“ Can you dive into the pool right way?”
d) Ambika said ,” Is there a problem with you?”(convert the sentence from direct into indirect speech)
e)Ankita said,” The electrician did the work well”.(convert the sentence from direct into indirect speech)

25. write the synonyms of the following words:
a) great
b) pleasure
c)stress on
d) ends
e)benefit
f) understand
g)quality
h)task
26. Rewrite the following in the passive voice:
a) Switch off all the lights
b) Sagar will have cleaned the room before mother arrives.
c)Everyone respects an honest person.
d) The village women weaved baskets to earn money.
e)Neeta has helped me in completing my work.
27.Turn each of the following sentences into a single sentence:
a) Sandhya Gupta is a lawyer. She has a vast experience of dealing in civil cases.
b) Garima will return soon. She has forgotten her lunch box.
c) They will complete the project. We hope so.
d) He sang well. He was rewarded.
28.Complete the following similes
a) as ________ as a fox
b)as ________ as dust.
c)as ________ as a crystal
d)as ________ as a bee
29.A campaign ‘ Keep Your City Clean’ was launched at Dr. M.K.K Arya Model School. You are a newspaper reporter
and you attended the event. Narrate the details of your observation to your colleagues. Use simple past tense to
describe the event.

